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INTRODUCTION: OLIVER WYMAN

Leading global management consulting firm, part of Marsh McLennan – a US$20 Bn global professional services firm

Staff: 76,0001
Annualized revenues: ~US$20 BN

Clients in more than 130 countries
New York Stock Exchange (MMC)
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Insurance broker
and risk advisor

Risk and reinsurance
specialist

Talent, health, retirement
and investment consulting

Management, economic and
brand strategy consulting

• Risk management,
consulting, and transfer

• Reinsurance and
risk management

• Personnel strategy

• Strategy

• Financial solutions
and insurance program
management services

• Contract management,
claims handling, and
fiduciary accounting

• HR systems

• Organization

• Compensation

• Operations

• Incentive systems

• Risk management

• Communication

• Transformation management

1871 year founded

1922 year founded

1937 year founded

1984 year founded

40,000+ colleagues

3,200+ colleagues

25,000+ colleagues

5,000+ colleagues

500+ offices worldwide

60+ offices worldwide

170+ offices worldwide

60+ offices worldwide

$10.2 BN 2021 revenue

$1.9 BN 2021 revenue

$5.3 BN 2021 revenue

$2.5 BN 2021 revenue
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TWO KEY CHALLENGES FOR IFG COMPANIES

2. CONSUMER PROTECTION

BUILDING TRUST IS CRITICAL TO DRIVE
IFG MISSION OF IMPROVING PEOPLE’S
WELFARE AND STANDARD OF LIVING

1. RESTRUCTURING

BRINGING ALONG ALL KEY STAKEHOLDERS
IN THE RESTRUCTURING JOURNEY THAT
IFG COMPANIES ARE ON
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1. Restructuring

RESTRUCTURING IS AN ACTION TO SIGNIFICANTLY MODIFY FINANCIAL OR OPERATIONAL
ASPECTS OF THE COMPANY
Most Successful companies have gone through restructuring exercises at different stages driven by different events

Room to
maneuver for
the company

Strategic restructuring

Operational / Org
restructuring

Financial restructuring
Corporate restructuring

With the formation of IFG,
you are already going through
corporate restructuring in a
way, opportunity to drive
internal restructuring within
companies as well to achieve
IFG mission and objectives

Transferring
re-capitalization
Insolvency
Liquidation
Crisis stage or need
for restructuring
(examples)
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Stakeholder
crisis/need

Strategy
crisis/need

Product &
revenue
crisis/need

Profitability
crisis/need

Capital
crisis/need

Loss of trust of
shareholders/
customers
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1. Restructuring

THE OW APPROACH FOR SUSTAINABLE RESTRUCTURING COMBINES SHORT TERM
MEASURES WITH STRATEGIC RE-ORIENTATION AND SUSTAINABLE BIZ IMPROVEMENT
Implementation (PMO)
• Tracking of measures implementation

Define restructuring motives and situation
•
•
•
•
•
•

Structures and history
Businesses & current strategy
Market and competition
P&L, balance sheet, cash flow
Liquidity
…

•

Reasons & stage of the crisis

•
•

Long term vision
Key levers

Structural changes & strategic re-orientation

•
•
•

•
•
•

Defined bottom-up
Pragmatic implementation
Fast effects

Products & innovation
Operations
Value creation

Financial planning
• Scenarios
• P&L / balance sheet
• Capital injection and viability

Technology
Finance and Capital
Organisation / Human Resources and Culture

Stabilization program
• Immediate actions to secure (e.g., 30/90 days program)
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Based on market and competition (success factors)
Come from systematic analyses and methodologies
Sustainable effects

Sales and distribution

Restructuring measures
• Metrics and targets
• Financial planning

Stakeholder Communication
• Shareholder
• Board

• Communication

Short term measures

Goals for the turnaround
•

Program coordination

•

Management

•

Employees

•

Regulators

•

Customers

•

Etc.
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1. Restructuring

FOR SUCCESSFUL RESTRUCTURING, A WIDE RANGE OF STAKEHOLDERS NEED TO BE
MANAGED AND CARRIED ALONG
Management led

2
Board
Management
of risks and
opportunities

Investor led

1

Shareholders and
investors

Business
responsibility

Customer needs
and competition

Insurer /
IFG cos

Market led

3

Customers

Compliance

4

Regulators
Regulatory led
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Employees

6 Distributors

7

Management
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1. Restructuring

KEY LESSONS LEARNT: RESTRUCTURING IS A MULTI-PHASE AND LONG JOURNEY, CHANGE
MGMT. AND COMMUNICATION ARE IMPORTANT TO PROVIDE A CONTINUOUS SUPPLY OF ENERGY

Motivation

Phase I

Phase II

Phase …
Development of motivation with
systematic and professional
communication and change management

What IFG
companies need

Constant “supply of energy”

Usual development of
motivation

Continued communication and change management, adjusted to the content of each project phase
© Oliver Wyman
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2. Consumer protection

WHAT DO INSURANCE CONSUMERS IN INDONESIA NEED PROTECTION AGAINST?

There are many areas in which the industry needs to provide more protection against to build stronger consumer trust
Examples – non-illustrative

2

1 Accuracy of

information

Consumers need to have
the trust that what is
being shared with them is
accurate and complete,
so they can make their
decisions basis that

Data and
privacy protection
With increasing amount
of data being collected
and used, consumers
need to protected
against the risk of any
mis-use of their data
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Right value

6

interest

Indonesia insurance
market is still relatively
young with a push-sales
culture, consumers need
to be protected against
the risk of being mis-sold

Consumers need to be
protected against being
sold products which have
no/low value for their
money
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4 Conflict of

3 Mis-selling

Outcome
ownership

Consumer protection
mindset needs to shift
towards ensuring
customers are getting the
outcome that was aimed
for and are protected if
that is not delivered
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Consumers should not be
affected due to agent
/intermediary conflict of
interest, key area, since
this is an intermediary
driven market

Remediation

Allowing consumers
access to recourse
mechanisms for solving
any disputes
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2. Consumer protection

THE
CONSUMER
PROTECTION

TRUST
BUILDING

OPPORTUNITY
FOR IFG

… To be one of the biggest
non-bank financial group in
Southeast Asia, managed with

trust and prudence …

– IFG Vision

Key challenges for IFG companies in achieving this:
Continuously
evolving regulatory
and external
landscape

Deeper integration
of technology and
automation into
business processes

Reinvigorated
consumer activism

2. Consumer protection

THE BIG SHIFT REQUIRED: THINKING CUSTOMERFIRST
FOCUS ON PROBLEMS, NOT PRODUCTS

START WITH PROBLEMS…

… EXPERIENCE BACK…

…TECHNOLOGY UP

Identify the customer’s
energy for progress, their
“jobs to be done”

Co-create solutions with
customers, early and often,
“test your way to right”

Significantly greater and efficient
use of technology and data, to
deliver the right solutions

Oliver Wyman is a
leading thought leader
on “Customer First”

2. Consumer protection

OLIVER WYMAN CUSTOMERFIRST APPROACH: DESIGN AND BUILD SOLUTIONS THAT
ENABLE PROGRESS IN CONSUMER’S LIFE
INNOVATION PROCESS

RECOGNIZE YOUR
CUSTOMERS

FRAME THE FUTURE

What consumers want? What
opportunities can we seize?

DESIGN AND BUILD ACTIVE SOLUTIONS
Have we framed the right solution(s)?
Does early testing and research justify?

B2C
B2B
B2B2B
B 2 B 2 ‘b’
B2B2C

START WITH PROBLEMS,
NOT PRODUCTS

What is the customer problem
we should solve?

ORCHESTRATE THE ECOSYSTEM
IN YOUR FAVOR
How do we launch (and then scale)
the solution

MANAGEMENT DISCIPLINE

CRAFT THE RIGHT PROPOSITION

Do we have the right balance? How do we
avoid holding onto initiatives too long (or
dropping them too soon)?

WORK FRONT-TO-BACK

How do we reorient people/processes to focus
on solving the most pressing customer needs?

EMBRACE MODERN DISCIPLINE

How do we enable our teams to deliver
CustomerFirst value – early, often, sustained?

QUALIFICATIONS, ASSUMPTIONS, AND LIMITING CONDITIONS
This report is for the exclusive use of the Oliver Wyman client named herein. This report is not intended for general circulation or publication, nor is it to be reproduced, quoted, or distributed for any purpose
without the prior written permission of Oliver Wyman. There are no third-party beneficiaries with respect to this report, and Oliver Wyman does not accept any liability to any third party.
Information furnished by others, upon which all or portions of this report are based, is believed to be reliable but has not been independently verified, unless otherwise expressly indicated. Public information and
industry and statistical data are from sources we deem to be reliable; however, we make no representation as to the accuracy or completeness of such information. The findings contained in this report may contain
predictions based on current data and historical trends. Any such predictions are subject to inherent risks and uncertainties. Oliver Wyman accepts no responsibility for actual results or future events.
The opinions expressed in this report are valid only for the purpose stated herein and as of the date of this report. No obligation is assumed to revise this report to reflect changes, events, or conditions, which occur
subsequent to the date hereof.
All decisions in connection with the implementation or use of advice or recommendations contained in this report are the sole responsibility of the client. This report does not represent investment advice nor does
it provide an opinion regarding the fairness of any transaction to any and all parties. In addition, this report does not represent legal, medical, accounting, safety, or other specialized advice. For any such advice,
Oliver Wyman recommends seeking and obtaining advice from a qualified professional.

